
 

Estate agencies and their agents. Their role should be to get suitable houses onto 

the housing market and to reach as many potential buyers as possible. However, 

we have found that these roles are one of the more flexible of the Lemons evil 

operations with skillsets well suited for advancing their plans of world 

domination. 

For this report, we investigated their practices and glimpsed the awful motives. We deemed the 

results to be both appalling and aggressive, but after the observations built up, we concluded that the 

results were shocking. 

Through The Lemon Hole: Overview of a Lesbionic Home 
Owning a home is both logical and rewarding. Owning a Lesbionic home is not and therefore only 

Lemons want them, and Lesbionic Estate Agents (LEA’s) are well suited for finding these horrible 

houses.  

Their tastes in homes differ hugely with requirements including: large bedrooms (for orgies), large 

bathrooms (for the efforts to look stunningly beautiful) and large back gardens (for sunbathing, 

trampoleening and potentially a swimming pool) with proximity to other lesbionic operations such as 

their own supermarkets (as detailed in our shocking report Lesbionic Retail). Naturally, a big 

preference for the property is for it to be detached to eliminate the possibility of hearing neighbours 

whom are men and straight women, and especially children, and thus sound proofing has become a 

highly sought commodity for Lemons.  

A natural extension of this would be a floating house. Whilst we did not uncover any information 

regarding their operations in this market, we presume (and especially as Lemons are concerned) it’s 

the case of the-wetter-the-better if they are bought and sold by LEA’s. 

Other essentials in their homes would include man detectors and obviously house numbers with ‘69’ 

in them are more highly sought and fetch inflated prices. 

Dishevelled properties can be easily refurbished and made habitable. Indeed, this is a common 

practice known as a ‘Do-A-Up-Her’ as they refer to their properties and vehicles as ‘she’ akin to sailing 

vessels and it’s obviously a process of upgrading. This provides them more windows of opportunity to 

modify properties in their own twisted tastes. 

Rural properties are known to enlist the skills of Lesbionic Tree Surgeons (as detailed in our shocking 

report Lesbionic Tree Surgeons) for the keeping of shrubbery in tip-top condition of their ghastly 

grounds. 

Office Environment of LEA’s 
To lift the roof on their operations, we deployed our Secret Undercover Transvestites (SUCT) agents 

after being provided with the location of an exclusively Lesbionic Estate Agency with intelligence 

provided from an anonymous source. SUCT agents confirmed accurate intelligence as all prices had at 

least one ‘69’ in the initial asking price sometimes even being the amount of pence at the end!  

Further observations allowed us to construct a framework of their sick operations. 



SUCT agents reported one popular method of advertising properties: photographs featuring very-fit 

girls in very skimpy clothes outside their homes (presumably for sale) with scenes such as playing 

tennis, sunbathing and doing yoga plastered all over the office. Sometimes these very-fit girls were 

joined by others. Advertising boards to be placed outside of these properties had explicit and obscene 

phrases on them. 

Staff often tried out new skimpy outfits between appointments and orgies were common in the office. 

Visiting customers often participated. Naturally all staff wore a shade of yellow.  

When Lemons sell property and use LEA’s to do so, group viewings broke down into orgies lasting 

many hours with the landlady often involved also. 

Most revealing was a high percentage of customers got treated badly via abuse on the phones. Calls 

were recorded for training purposes: as in how to proceed with abusing non-lesbionic customers away 

from the business. Some were played back for entertainment. Most visitors did not wish to remain in 

the office long enough to become suspicious of what was happening around them. We believe them 

to have been non-lesbionic. More on this later. 

Observations enabled us determine several priority targets. These were models, fitness instructors, 

Ladyshave demonstrators and female students studying music and the sciences. 

Overheard were some hints relating to a mass movement of Lemons to an area of the country called 

‘Crotchdale’ which to our knowledge does not exist – at least not yet. 

It seemed that as a general rule they are not interested in the rental market except for one area – 

students as it gives them the ability to trap several young fit girls – often several in one property. 

Other disturbing activities saw these ‘agents’ preparing their weapons and devices for home visits to 

non-lesbionic clients/targets; everything from refilling their gas dispersal devices (typically disguised 

as a briefcase), untangling their personnel capturing nets to sharpening their lipsticks. Weapons were 

used on both men (to maim and execute) and women to capture (if they are good looking) or execute.  



This leads us to speculate on our source. Was it possibly a former colleague evicted or escaped from 

this particular agency? Was this office taken over? Perhaps it fell to their usual routine of mild 

infiltration until there were enough Lemons after killing the men and ugly straight women to execute 

a full scale instantaneous takeover. Or someone, driven out of their home and onto the streets into a 

miserable and mundane existence by a LEA as that property was a high priority target? We now know 

this happens. Or perhaps it was purposely setup to meet demand which we suspect is more likely as 

the operations of The Entire Lesbos expand. Anyhow, this tip off proved invaluable to our efforts to 

bring this vital information to light. 

  



Agents Acquisition Tactics 
As mentioned, these women will be far less helpful to non-lesbionic clients. The part of their job - that 

is - liaising with sellers presenting their property - merely presents them with more avenues to 

advance their evil plans and do whatever they feel like to acquire what they see as ‘their’ homes. 

It also gives them great scouting potential (bi-directional flow of information with Lesbionic Door to 

Door Salespeople and intelligence for potential targets from Lesbionic Wedding Planners as home 

ownership can often follow closely after marriage) for finding victims, high-profile targets (fit 

celebrities, personal trainers and netball players etc) or indeed laying foundations for new bases. This 

is particularly so when it comes to land sales.  

Somewhat standard tactics include being abusive (as SUCT agents observed) and intentionally utterly 

useless leading through to sabotage in an attempt to demolish any sale if it suits their purposes. An 

example scenario: there is a fit woman wanting to move house in a hurry. LEA’s will delay and delay 

until they can make their manoeuvre to acquire her, the property or both. This may take the form of 

being late with all paperwork or deliberately destroying a contract chain etc. 

We presume these less aggressive tactics take place in offices with only mild infiltration, however, 

fully LEA’s are most disturbing utilising malevolence based moving. The ruthlessness shown in 

obtaining any property which they deem to be of particular interest being more than willing to drive 

out non-Lesbionic homeowners in place of one of their own kind – that is The Entire Lesbos – is 

shocking. 

Our SUCT agents uncovered tactics to target and to drive out people with more appealing/useful 

properties whether they are for sale or not with programs ranging from intimidation and harassment 

all the way through to arson utilising Stiletto Molotov’s. It has been known for many men to become 

homeless. Some examples include: 

Insistence on high house prices. Lofty values to exclude people out of certain markets. 

Malevolent mortgages afford them more profit for the agency and themselves to support their 

horrid lifestyles.  

Intimidation by means of threats to current homeowners. 

Kidnapping wives. The good-looking ones are never returned however. 

Damaging the property to force people to sell including projectiles through windows, arson 

and even ‘accidental’ tree felling onto the property executed by Lesbionic Tree Surgeons. 

Deliberately leading victims to show homes that are actually traps used for executions. Good 

looking women are taken to be blasted with the Lemonizer. 

  



We found someone who was accosted by one of these women in her own home as she was 

contemplating market conditions. Due to the details of this interview she does not wish to have details 

of herself and home known so we will not reveal her real name instead calling her Vuvette yet she 

seems to enjoy being referred to simply as “V” for internal reasons. 

“V, please tell us your story.” 

“Well, I’d only called the agency that morning and they were really eager. They wanted to come and 

look that same afternoon. I was in the house on my own because my husband was at work. I was on 

a day off. The woman arrived. She bulldozed her way in, and then after a few minutes she didn’t seem 

very impressed- not with the house anyway.” 

“What was the first sign?” 

“She had this right stuck up look on her face most of the time. I really just wanted a potential sale 

price from her but she pretty much demanded many changes to the house before I even considered 

putting it on the market. But she did say there was potential. She also said they had been watching 

the property [house] for a while…” 

 “Changes? Such as?” 

“Having part of the garden sectioned off for a ‘sports leisure recreation area’. I asked what she meant 

and she said a decent sized trampoleen could be placed there at a minimum.” 

“How typical. Please continue V.” 

“Or a loft conversion so I could better observe some models she was aware of that had moved onto 

the street in recent months….I wasn’t interested in any of this. But, it was when it came to having 

some more photographs taken upstairs that the visit, well..changed.” 

“Oh?” 

“She’d already taken photos downstairs and outside. We were upstairs and she wanted know if I had 

any dampness. I assumed she meant the condition of the bathroom so I lead her in there.  She tutted 

at me and pointed towards my crotch. I didn’t get what she meant at the time. She tutted at me again 

and then she wanted me to stand in the shower for a picture. I laughed but then I could see that she 

was serious. I said no.” 

“What did she do then?” 

“She tutted at me yet again, clicked her fingers and said “Bedrooms!”. It didn’t bother me that much 

more because it was the last place to look at and then this cow would be gone. We walked into the 

spare room and she wasn’t bothered. We walked into the room I share with my husband and her 

expression changed…to something more positive seemingly as she grinned. I thought then would be 

a good time to ask about some sort of price before she left. She grinned and then said “easily make 

69”.” 

“What did she do then?” 

“She walked over to our 4 poster bed (I was already on the other side) and she shook one of the bars. 

This made her grin again. She said if I really wanted to sell quickly then there would have to be pictures 

of me on this bed and she could guarantee a better price if I took pictures with her, and a very quick 

sale if she could tie me up!” 



“How did you respond?” 

“I nearly hit the roof. I told her to get stuffed and demanded she left. I hadn’t noticed she switched 

her phone with some sort of spray as she sprayed something in my eyes, and in that moment, the 

bitch pulled me down onto my bed face first. She managed to pull off my top! There was lots of rolling 

about and we both fell off on to the side where she was.” 

 “Was you scared?” 

“Not really, but I didn’t want any damage to the house since we were thinking of selling. After more 

rolling about on the floor and her trying to get on top of me, I managed to get to my feet (so did she) 

and I launched various bottles of lotion and aftershave at her from the bedside table, including my 

dildo from a drawer.” 

“How thoughtful. Continue!” 

“She came at me with my lamp stand. I grabbed it with both hands - as had she. There was pushing 

back and forth - back out towards the stairs. I tried to head-butt her but instead managed to kick her 

in the fanny and she fell down.” 

“What happened then?” 

“She got back up and shouted something at me. I wasn’t listening because I was looking for something 

to defend myself with or use on her. She came at me again!” 

“What did you do this time?” 

“There was this old painting of a distant relative of my husband that I had taken down for when the 

bitch was taking photos… It’s horrid. Anyway, I bashed it over her head! The frame restricted her arms. 

She was teetering so I punched her in the boobs and she went headlong down the stairs!“ 

“Nice move! What happened next?” 

“She was in a crumpled pile at the bottom so I went to call my husband for help. But within those few 

minutes she had vanished!” 

“Will your husband be upset about the painting?” 

“Probably, but I hated that picture and we were never going to sell the house the bloody thing hanging 

up. I’ll gloss over the issue with oral sex.” 

“Very thoughtful. So, what are your plans now? I’m guessing you want to move a.s.a.p?” 

“No. We’re not moving. We’re fortifying.” 

“Excellent V! Many thanks Xxxx Xxxxx! XX xx!X X.” 

“Please stop.” 

It is clear. Selling, buying and moving afford Lemons dangerous reach not only into residential sales 

but potentially commercial also including offices, leisure facilities, hotels, restaurants and shops 

should they desire though we have no evidence of this – not yet. 

This report also made us consider Lemons in their homes and what may occur there. Look out for a 

coming report. 

Until then, refurbish, rebuild… and repel! 


